
Electric Clipper Glaker GL-K11S (Black) Ref: 6973734203112
Electric Clipper Glaker GL-K11S (Black)

Electric clippers Glaker GL-K11S (black).
The Glaker GL-K11S set includes a reliable electric hair clipper that serves as a perfect companion for grooming your beard and hairstyle.
Supported by a powerful rechargeable battery, it allows continuous operation for up to 5 impressive hours! In addition, the extremely low
noise  level  oscillating  around  60  dB  guarantees  peaceful  use.  Wireless  operation  is  the  key  to  achieving  maximum  convenience  and
precision. If necessary, a universal USB-A cable is always at hand, ready to recharge the device when the battery reaches the end of its
power.
 
Freedom along with precision at a high level
The GL-K11S hair clipper works wirelessly, opening up a full range of movement when fine-tuning the details of your beard or hairstyle,
with no unnecessary cables restricting your freedom. The extremely powerful battery allows for an impressive 300 minutes of use, and
takes 3 hours to fully charge. This device is perfect as a partner for work, travel, vacation or everyday use at home.
 
Durability in a unique form
The  razor  is  distinguished  by  its  solid  metal  construction,  which  guarantees  the  device's  long-lasting  durability  and  makes  it  easy  to
clean. A subtle, minimalist finish adds a professional touch to the equipment. Blades made of corrosion-resistant stainless steel not only
provide long-lasting performance, but also allow you to work with damp hair.
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Rich set of accessories
This is not just a razor, but a comprehensive set of accessories for efficient and precise work. The set includes as many as 15 different
attachments, allowing you to customize your hairstyle to your preferences. The attachments offer a range of cutting lengths from 1.5 to
5.1 mm, opening up a wide field of creativity for you. A bottle of oil is included to keep things going. Everything is packaged in a handy
carrying case, which also includes an instruction manual, a hair removal brush, a USB cable and a cape to prevent hair from spreading
and eliminate the uncomfortable stinging sensation when finished.
 
Smart LED Display
The  razor  features  a  practical  LED  display  that  provides  vital  information,  including  the  current  battery  status.  This  allows  you  to
strategically charge the device so it's always ready to go whenever you need it. The LED display indicates the percentage of remaining
power. When the battery level drops below 5%, a red icon appears next to the percentage result. In addition, the razor tells you when it
is necessary to add oil, in this case, the red icon also appears, and the device additionally signals this with an audible alarm.
 
Package contents
Hair clipper (rechargeable battery included) x 1
Universal USB cable (adapter not included) x 1
Caps x 15 (right, left, 1.5mm, 3mm, 4.5mm, 6mm, 10mm, 13mm, 16mm, 19mm, 22mm, 25mm, 38mm, 51mm)
Cleaning brush x 1
Large cleaning brush x 1
Comb x 1
Instruction manual x 1
Cloak x 1
	Brand
	Glaker
	Model
	GL-K11S
	Material
	Metal
	Battery Capacity
	2500mAh
	Working time of the razor
	300min
	Charging time of the razor
	3h
	Volume during operation
	

Price:

€ 38.50
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